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The Cool Lifestyle Activity Book

The Essence of the M Car

 1. What do the three colors of the M car badge reflect?

 2. Describe the engineering vision of the M car as offered by the BMW 
Motorsport division director, Karl-Heinz Kalbfell.

 3. What is the difference between a normally aspirated vehicle and one 
that receives extra power from turbocharging?

 4. What is a concourse event?

 5. What is the dollar range of purchase price, including maintenance and 
repair, described in The Cool Lifestyle Series The Classic BMW 5-Series 
M Car book?

 6. How many doors does a BMW 5-series M car have?

 7. From what model did the M car derive its pedigree?

 8. What is the division of BMW that later designed the M car series of 
sports-car sedans?

 9. What did the M5 put together in terms of a previous model and 
the new model?

 10. What is the nickname for the E39?
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The Four-Door Sports Sedan

 1. What does the letter M stand for in the German manufacturing world?

 2. What could be labeled or characterized as “life’s sweet spot”?

The Design of the M Car: My Three M5s

 1. What was the first model letter designation of the first three M5s made 
by BMW?

 2. What were the exterior color and the interior color of the first 
BMW M5 made?

 3. Describe the driving impression associated with the first M5.

 4. The code name S38 for the engine that BMW designed for the first M5 
came from which previous BMW exotic car?

 5. How many cylinders does the first M5 model have?

 6. Were the first model BMW M5s hand-built?

 7. What did BMW’s ad copy say when BMW presented its first US national 
ad associated with the first M5 imported to America?

 8. When you open and shut the doors of the original M5, what model of 
sports car does the sound evoke?

 9. What is the labeling on the cam covers of the engine of all M cars?
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 10. What letter designated the second M5 model made by BMW?

 11. What Formula 1 racing driver called the second M5 “perfect” and the 
“best M package ever”?

 12. What term do British motoring columnists generally use to refer to 
four-door sports sedans?

 13. In what movie, directed by John Frankenheimer, did the second-
generation M5 appear?

 14. Who is the UK columnist who provided a philosophical discussion 
associated with driving the second M5 model?

 15. How many hours did it take two craftsmen in Germany to hand-build 
the second-generation M car?

 16. What slang phrase has now become associated with the second-
generation M car?

 17. What is the third-generation BMW M5 model designation known as?

 18. How many cylinders does the engine in the third-generation 
BMW M5 have?

 19. From what M car in the BMW lineup did the third-generation 
M car evolve?

 20. What nickname has now become associated with the third-generation 
BMW M5 car?

 21. Describe the essence of Bob Harper’s comments related to his 
observations about driving the third-generation BMW M5.
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Driving Impressions—Compared

 1. What item of food did the author associate with the driving experience 
related to the first BMW M5?

 2. When driving the first M5, what elements of the pedals, brakes, and 
steering are considered “heavy”?

 3. What did the author describe as a theme that comes across in the 
driving experience of the second-generation BMW M5?

 4. What theme did the author offer for the driving experience of the third-
generation BMW M5?

 5. Describe Bob Harper’s summary of the three BMW M5 models described 
in the various articles offered on The Cool Lifestyle website.

 6. How would you describe your take on the need for speed as it relates to 
a sports car?

 7. Summarize the author’s take on speed as it relates to driving sports cars.

The M5 Way into The Cool Lifestyle

 1. What is the definition of lifestyle as it was first offered in English usage?

 2. How can a car help its owner elevate to a more desirable style of living?

 3. What type of bond can be achieved by those who attend social settings 
where sports cars of character are entered?
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 4. Describe upgrades to the first-generation BMW M5 car that owners 
typically install.

 5. Describe upgrades to the second-generation BMW M5 car that owners 
typically install.

 6. Describe upgrades to the third-generation BMW M5 car that owners 
typically install.


